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ABSTRACT
Technology is thought to affect people's behaviors and trigger feelings of anger and aggression, which in turn manifest into other problems. It is more important to develop strategies in order to avoid these behavioral problems than to concentrate on the anger and aggression demonstrated by individuals. This study aimed to develop strategies to help education administrators prevent the anger and aggression caused by the use of technology by students. In this qualitative study, a semi-structured interview form was prepared. By responding to the questions, the education administrators were able to put forth their views about the rage and aggression caused by the use of technology by the students, the preventions taken to minimize this effect, and the effectiveness of these preventions.
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INTRODUCTION
Starting from the second half of the 20th century, great changes in computer technologies have affected the process of production and management. New social structures such as Drucker’s (1999) “knowledge worker,” Zbigniew Brezezinski’s (1970) “technetronic era,” Martin’s (1996) “information society,” and Köksal’s (1999) “informatics society” were established and are still valid today.

The cultural shift stemming from technological advancements has had a fundamental impact on life. The advancement in technology has made life easier. It satisfies the needs of those using it and affects the development of society. The means of communication, the way work is conducted, the concepts used, and the perception of what is happening have all significantly changed in this life style.
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State of the literature

- Children who grow up in unstructured families and who do not get enough attention from their parents tend to be predisposed to displaying signs of aggression. These individuals tend to be more prone to the negative effects of technology.
- There has been a significant increase in acts of violent behavior, especially in schools
- This study aimed to develop strategies to help education administrators prevent the anger and aggression caused by the use of technology of students

Contribution of this paper to the literature

- Private school administrators indicated that they did not experience any problems with technology addiction among students at school, whereas state school administrators reported that 38.8% of their students displayed signs of anger and aggression stemming from technology.
- None of the parents who sent their children to private schools showed any interest in participating to prevent the negative outcomes of technology, and only a few parents with children in state schools participated.
- This signals that there is no collaboration between institutions and parents when implementing these countermeasures.

While making communication much easier, technology has had some negative consequences as well. Technology affects an individual’s social relations negatively; thus, technology can lead to isolation. The debate on the effect technology has had on society and social interactions has arisen in the last few years. Naisbitt (2004) claims that while using technology, an individual’s values of interaction with those around them alter to a great degree:

Unlikely the effects of technology on broad external scale, there has not been much consideration about the effects of technology on the immediate, internal environment. It is quite normal that there is a significant change in our behavior and outlook as each new technological device enters our private homes, places of employment and other areas of our lives.

“Social networking sites are one of the online communication types that are popular among the adolescents” (Subrahmanym, Reich, Waechter & Espinoza, 2008, p. 122). The internet, and associated social networking sites, which become interestingly practical in the acquisition and use of information, has created comprehensive socialization among children and adolescents and has led to changes in the fundamental features of life as well as changes in the way individuals mutually influence each other (Subrahmanym & Greenfield, 2008).

Kassinove and Sukhodolsky (1995) defined anger as an emotional state. Kassinove also defines anger as specific cognitive and perceptual distortions, deficiencies, and subjective labelling; phenomenological negative mood and socially structured tendency; and a reinforced organized behavior. According to Golden (2003), individuals show an anger reaction when they perceive that their desires, needs, and expectations are not fulfilled. The reaction against anger varies whether the individual acts consciously, obtains any power,
and suppresses our reaction. Deffenbacher, Petrill, Lynch, Oetting, and Swaim (2003) claimed that with an increase in anger level and problems in individual relations, school, and work, activities involving crime and harmful substances increase and dangerous environments allowing the occurrence of improper acts that may harm the individual are created. Additionally, failure in school, problems in individual and social relationships experienced at school and in daily life, and non-performance of behaviors that are suitable for existing order are indicated as related with the emotions constituting anger and hostility (Fryxell & Smith, 2000).

Although the aggressiveness may have more than one stimulant behavior in the early years of childhood, such behaviors become permanent as the cognitive development of child continues with age (Kellner & Bry, 1999).

One of the most significant problems currently is the increasing number of incidents at work and in the home that stem from anger and aggression. (Englander 2003). In the last few years, there has been a significant increase in acts of violent behavior, especially in schools. It is a finding which has been set forth by many researches that information technologies, namely technological devices such as mobile phones, internet, computers and phones are used commonly by individuals of all ages today, especially by adolescents and young people as means for socializing. In particular, internet usage can be seen commonly in the daily life practices. Information technologies cause individuals to develop behaviors such as anger and aggression by influencing their behaviors (Gerçel, 2016). Anger and aggression are two emotions and behaviors that can affect the development of an adolescent and can deeply scar them for life. This is why they adolescents should accept and recognize anger just as any other emotion.

Adolescents are exposed to aggression and violence that affect them and society while they watch media broadcasts and read publications (Yıldız, 2004). In addition, people may encounter aggressive behavior during interactions with those around them while fulfilling their need to socialize (Hasta and Güler, 2013). People mirror this behavior to some extent, and others are affected in different ways by this behavior. Aggression has been a behavior since the beginning of human existence that leads to negative actions such as arguments during games, street fights, and hurting others and making them suffer.

Aggression can be defined as all behavior patterns that aim to physically or emotionally harm any living being or inanimate object. For Geen (1990) aggression is a response that delivers noxious stimuli to another organism. Certainly what we ordinarily call aggression does involve aversive stimulation of some sort and intensity, whether it be in the form of a bullet, a bomb fragment, a physical blow, or some more subtle act such as an insult or an undeserved criticism. These types of behaviors can be innate but may also surface from the influence of the environment one lives in or the impressions one’s experiences leave behind. Therefore, adults need to encourage and assist young people's development as moral agents by helping them formulate rules or codes to guide acceptable behavior, especially in the
online environment (Patterson, Allan, & Cross, 2016). Yeşilyaprak (2003) indicates that the obligation of modern education is to “enable and help students to develop both physically and psychologically as happy, productive, and active members of society.”

Aggression stemming from anger is a big problem in today’s society. There is grave concern, especially among administrators, teachers, and parents of children who are exposed to this disruptive behavior within the confines of the schools. Such undesirable behavior is thought to affect the academic environment negatively. Aggression or aggression-based behavior at school may well result in low grades and less success in overall school-related activities (Fryxell & Smith, 2000). In order to maintain an orderly and productive school environment, strategies must be developed to correct these behaviors.

This research aims to examine and analyze the measures education administrators have taken to prevent anger and aggression in students who use technology in order to determine how effective these countermeasures have been.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Qualitative study methods are used to utilize observed interviews, and document analysis is used for data collection in a qualitative research. According to Padgett (2016), the fundamental property of a qualitative study is that the researcher is able to see the world through the eyes of the participants because the participants weigh in their opinions on the matter and reveal their inner world during the study.

Research Group

The study was conducted in all public and private secondary education institutions within the borders of the Nicosia Municipality during the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 academic years. One principal and one vice principal (a total of 22 participants) were chosen from each school within the borders of the Nicosia Municipality, North Cyprus to participate in determining the main objective of this study.

Data Collection Tool

During the study, a semi-structured interview form was used as the data collection tool. In these interviews, the participants were asked to give their opinion on how the use of technology in private and state schools negatively affects the student behavior. An interview is the most widely used qualitative technique. This technique aims at capturing and understanding the relativity of social facts. Its most important advantage is that it is enables the researcher to understand the interviewees’ perspectives about the subject and to uncover the social process in which these perspectives were formed. Quite often, a qualitative study utilizes in-depth interview (face-to-face interview), direct observation, and document analysis techniques (Legard, Keegan, & Ward, 2003). The data for this qualitative study was collected using a face-to-face interview technique, which, unlike other data collecting techniques, allowed access to the perspectives of those participating in the study. In-depth interviews are advantageous in that there is flexibility in the order in which the participants answer the questions, the information about the subject may be elaborated on, the setting in
which they take place can be controlled, and the response rate is high. This technique reveals many aspects about why the participants responded as they did, such as their emotions, thoughts, and beliefs. (Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003).

Interviews are comprised of three styles: the conversation-style interview, the standard open-ended interview, and the form-based interview (Patton, 1999). This research was conducted using form-based interview. This technique was used because it allowed the researcher the flexibility of composing questions at the time of the interview, changing the order of the questions, and intervening with the duration of the interview when necessary. The administrators participating in the study were asked questions regarding how the use of technology triggered anger and aggression in adolescents. The interviews were taped with the consent of the interviewees to avert any loss of data throughout the study.

The interview forms comprised questions that allowed the school administrators to reveal their exact views on the effects of technology and the measures taken to prevent them. The interview form was presented to faculty members of Near East University, Faculty of Education, and Department of Education Sciences for expert opinion in order to maintain internal validity. The form was revised upon the feedback. Next, an interview was administered to a pilot group whose qualifications were similar to that of the focus group. This established whether the questions were clear and understandable and whether the given answers reflected the conceivable answers to the questions in the form. Later, to assure that the questions on the interview form were clear and understandable, that correct grammar was used, and that all the questions were related to the research topic, the interview form was inspected by pedagogical guidance specialists, education administration specialists, and Turkish linguistics specialists. These specialists determined that the form met all the measures for correct data collection. Content analysis was used to analyze the data obtained from the forms answered by the participants of the study.

**Data Collection Process**

Interviews with all of the school administrators working in state and private schools within the Nicosia Municipality, North Cyprus, were conducted during the data collection process. The participants were advised about the study and the technique that was going to be applied prior to the implementation. Appointments for the implementation dates were set up with the volunteer participants and the data was collected during the fall semester of the 2013-2014 academic year. The data collection process began after obtaining the necessary permission from the Ministry of Education.

Each face-to-face interview with the administrators took approximately 20 minutes. The ethics of confidentiality and the use of a recording device during the interview with the consent of the participant were taken very seriously. In order to avoid any confusion during the interview, along with the recording, meticulous notes were taken.
Analyses of Data

Each answer given by the participants was categorized and entered in a table. After this initial categorization, the data were analyzed again by the researcher and basic themes/topics and categories were established. Taking into consideration the literature on this subject, the themes and categories were analyzed once more; categories with similar patterns were merged and those that were different were collected and coded under a different category. A number was assigned to each administrator and was entered beside each of the categories. Example sentences taken from the categories were written in the statement section. The individual interviews were carried out by visitations to school administrators at their place of employment during hours that were suitable for them. The face-to-face interviews with the administrators were implemented in settings.

The data collected from the answers to the questions was analyzed using content analysis such as;

1. Data coding: In this first stage of content analysis, each of the participants were assigned a number. After the interview forms were broken down, the data collected from the participants was examined within the frame of the study and coded accordingly. After all the data was reviewed, the final form of the code list was prepared in accordance with the conceptual framework of the research and the answers of the participants. This code list was used as the key list in the data organization. The data that were not relevant to the survey questions were left out. Later, each of the semi-structured interview forms were analyzed by the researchers using the coding keys and after discussions about whether they agreed or disagreed, the necessary adjustments were made. For the calculation of reliability, the reliability formula recommended by Miles and Huberman (1994) was implemented with a reliability outcome of 94% on average. A study is accepted as reliable when the outcome of the calculation of reliability is over 70% (Miles and Huberman, 1994), meaning that this study is considered reliable.

2. Finding themes: At this stage, each data was established as a different category and was evaluated as different themes during the coding stage.

3. Organizing data based on themes and codes: At this stage, the views of the participants have been explained in a manner that the reader can understand, and this is given to the reader. In order to reveal which participant the notes belong to, footnotes have been used, and notes from the interview have been specified in quotation marks. The following is an example of the coding system:

EXAMPLE: “………………………………” (I:S(1)), (I:P(1)).

I: Interview; P: Private School Administrator; S: State School Administrator;
1: First Participant

4. Interpretation of findings: The data that had been thoroughly defined and presented were interpreted by the researcher, and some results were presented at this last stage. The data underwent the necessary steps of a qualitative study and certain conclusions were derived from the interpretation.
FINDINGS

In this section, the collected data is analyzed and the results are interpreted. Each table is interpreted individually.

I. Dimension: The administrators’ opinions about the anger and aggression displayed by students who use technological equipment.

Table 1 below presents the themes to which the participants responded and the response ratios and their opinions.

Table 1. The administrators’ opinions about the anger and aggression displayed by students who use technological equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>PRIVATE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR</th>
<th>PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Do not Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of interest in the lesson</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displays of negative responses toward their surroundings</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology addiction</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lack of interest in the lesson

The participants stated that none of the students who used technological devices lacked interest in their lessons. However, administrators of state schools stated that 11.1% of students showed lack of interest in lessons due to the use of technological devices. A state school administrator’s opinion on this matter was as follows:

Due to the use of technological devices, the level of patience of the students has considerably decreased. Therefore, their concentration span is short, they lack patience to listen and take notes during the lesson. They get bored very quickly so they become contentious with the teacher and start to show anger (I:S(16)).

Another state school administrator stated: “When we confiscate their smart phones during school hours, the students are very perturbed by this; thus they are preoccupied with
retrieving their phones throughout the day. As a result, they become disinterested in their classes” (I:S(4)).

**Displays of Negative Responses toward Their Surroundings**

The data collected about technology-based anger and aggression of students reveal that 25% of administrators at private schools and 72.2% at state schools reported that students display negative behavior toward their surroundings. The state school administrators revealed that these behaviors include forming gangs, use of foul language, bullying of younger students, vandalism of school property, and recording and social network sharing of teachers without consent.

A private school administrator stated their opinion on this matter as follows:

The student feels anger when their smart phones are confiscated by the administration. This anger is transferred to those around them through aggression. They may leave school premises and become angry at members of their families, friends, and their environment and thus become aggressive (I:P(3)).

A state school administrator’s view:

A significant change in students’ behaviors was observed in particular with the introduction of smart phones into our lives. Students spend all day and night messaging each other in and out of school. These messages may sometimes result in tension between students and consequently arguments may result in fights within school premises. Most students form gangs that include members from outside the school. The misuse of technological devices is causing many problems within the school. (I:S(6))

**Technology Addiction**

Private school administrators indicated that they did not experience any problems with technology addiction among students at their schools, whereas 38.8% of administrators at state schools stated that their students displayed signs of anger and aggression stemming from technology addiction. “They are addicted to technology. They feel anger toward restrictions and limitations. At times they feel anger toward the things their peers share about them in social media” (I:S(9)). Another state school administrator expressed the following views:

*Technological devices cause addiction just like other addictive substances; thus students may show signs of anger and aggression. Smart phones in particular have become a problem. If the student feels that their whole life is revolves around the phone and that they can do nothing without it, they may feel anger and display aggression when they have no or limited access to it. Although they are not the majority of the school’s composition, they do cause a lot of problems with their overreactions, insistence, and displays of anger and aggression. (I:S(5)*
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Moreover, state school administrators have advised that extended use of technological devices leads to energy accumulation. In addition, they indicated that students dependent on technology begin to show anger and aggression because of the influence of what they follow on social media and because they aim to impress their peers.

II. Dimension: The administrators’ opinions about the effectiveness of the preventive measures taken to avoid the manifestation of anger and aggression stemming from the use of technological devices.

Table 2 below presents the themes to which the participants responded, the response ratios, and their opinions.

**Table 2. The administrators’ opinions about the effectiveness of the preventive measures taken to avoid the manifestation of anger and aggression stemming from the use of technological devices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deterrence and suppression</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Do not</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confiscating the smart phones</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational seminars on implementation of technological devices</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educating the parents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing social activities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referrals to guidance counsellors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Deterrence and Suppression**

Twenty-five percent of the private school administrators participating in this study stated that they used deterrence and suppression as a means to avoid the negative effects of technological devices on students, whereas 75% claimed that they did not. Eleven point one percent of state school administrators said that they administered deterrence and suppression as a means of prevention of the effects of technological devices, whereas 88.9% said that they did not. One of the participants stated “When all phones are confiscated, there is an ascension of anger among the students. The students insist on taking back their smartphones and there is an incredible increase of anger” (I:S(2)). According to the opinion of a private school administrator, “students feels extreme rage toward the administration the
moment their phone is confiscated and as this rage increases, aggressive behavior emerges” (I:P(3)).

**Confiscating the smart phones**

Fifty percent of the participants from the private schools indicated that school administration confiscated smart phones from students who displayed this sort of behavior and 50% stated that they did not. Thirty-three point three percent of the state school administrators said that they confiscated smart phones as a preventive measure to prevent anger and aggression that manifest through usage of technological devices. A private school administrator pointed out that at his school they began confiscating phones at the school gate. We implemented this prevention method from the very beginning in order to avoid any such problems. Students hand over any smart device they have on them to the teachers in charge and they are aware that they will face disciplinary punishment if any device is found within their possession during school hours. (I:(P(1))

**Educational Seminars on Implementation of Technological devices**

Twenty five percent of private school administrators participating in the research and 61.1% of state school administrators said that informative seminars on implementation of technological devices were organized. A private school administrator claimed that "seminars are held to advise students on where, how, when to use technological devices and on the advantages and disadvantages of using them” (I:(P(2)). Two state school participants told the interviewer the following: “Students are warned to use technology in a beneficial manner. At times, seminars are organized as well” (I:(S(11)) and “Students are educated on how to use technology to their benefit. Moreover, seminars and meetings aimed at coordinating the education and values gained within the family with the education received at school are held for parents to attend” (I:(S(12)).

**Educating the Parents**

Twenty five percent of private school and 55.5% of state school administrators expressed the view that parents should be educated about their children’s usage of technological devices at school. According to one state school administrator, “We are conducting more teacher-parent conferences where parents are informed about all aspects of education and extracurricular activities, which we are increasing” (I:(S1)). A private school administrator expressed an opinion on this matter: “The parents are invited to visit the school’s guidance counsellor to learn about the rules, the consequences of breaking them, and advising their children not to use these devices during school hours” (I:(P(3)).

**Organizing Social Activities**

No participants from private school administration mentioned social activities as a prevention measure, whereas 33.3% of state school administrators suggested organizing social activities as a means to prevent anger and aggression caused by using technological
devices at school. Some state school administrators expressed their views on this theme: “Students are encouraged to engage in a social and cultural activity that they feel close to” (I:(S(13)), “By giving students seminars, social activities, and responsibilities, disciplinary punishments are decreasing” (I:(S(14)), “We are increasing the number of social activities by forming football, basketball, and wrestling teams along with clubs such as the history club” (I:(S(1)), and “We can claim that anger and aggression among students has been reduced with the development of student-centered social activities and group and art activities where students are allowed to express themselves” (I:(S(15))).

**Referrals to Guidance Counsellors**

Twenty-five percent of private school administrators and 27.7% of state school administrators said it was necessary to refer students to guidance counsellors. In reference to this theme, a private school administrator listed the following actions that could be taken: “The disciplinary board, referrals to guidance counsellors, meetings with parents, and warning students against using devices at school” (I:P(3)). Some state school administrators expressed their views: “School administrators, teachers, and counsellors work with students in groups as well as individually. The counsellors have a scientific approach and there are counselling sessions held in classes” (I:S(17)) and “Since we have not conducted research into why these students display anger and aggression, we refer them to guidance counsellors” (I:S(18)).

**III. Dimension: The effectiveness of preventive measures implemented by school administrations in order to eliminate the anger and aggression caused by the use of technological devices.**

**Table 3. The effectiveness of preventive measures implemented by school administrations in order to eliminate the anger and aggression caused by the use of technological devices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THEME</th>
<th>PRIVATE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR</th>
<th>PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>Do not Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient countermeasures</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent participation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance of the rules</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 displays percentages the data collected for each theme and the opinions of the participants.

**Insufficient Countermeasures**

Twenty-five percent of private school administrators and 44.4% of state school administrators opined that the countermeasures to prevent anger and aggression caused by the use of technological devices at school were insufficient.

The views on this theme were as follows: “The countermeasures taken at school are not enough; they must be collaboration with parents” (I:S(1)), “Students succumb to the urges to use technological devices and since proper countermeasures are not taken, they choose not to follow school rules and regulations. Thus these behaviors prevail and anger transforms into aggression” (I:S(2)), “We cannot prevent it no matter what measures we take since they do not know when, how, and where to implement these devices responsibly” (I:S(6)), and “Although they are warned to switch off these devices during school hours, we as administrators and teachers have realized that there is not much we can do to prevent these unwanted actions so we have come to accept the situation” (I:P(3)).

**Parent Participation**

Twenty-two percent two of state school administrators noted a lack of interest in part of the parents, whereas none of the private school administrators expressed any opinion about the countermeasures taken by administrations to eliminate the anger and aggression caused by technological devices. “The problem can be overcome easily with the collaboration of parents, counsellors, and administration. We include the family (or we try, though it is very difficult). Parents are indifferent.” (I:S(8)) Another state school administrator stated, “I believe that everything could be solved with education. Of course there are exceptions, yet we see that these behaviors lessen with the collaboration of educators and parents” (I:S(12)).

**Acceptance of the Rules**

Fifty percent of private school administrators and 11.1% of state school administrators stated that the students accepted the rules.

A state school official states, “There should be clear-cut rules and they should be carried out. . . . When a group is warned of this rule from the beginning, they accept it” (I:S(5)) and a private school official stated, “Since they are notified of the rules from the beginning, we are not confronted with any problems” (I:P(1)).

**RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The results of the research on the preventive measures taken toward technology-based anger and aggression that students display and the responses given by administrators who participated are presented below in three dimensions.
I. Dimension: The administrators’ opinions about the anger and aggression displayed by students who use technological equipment.

The administrators of private schools stated that none of the students who used technological devices lacked interest in their lessons. However, 11.1% of administrators of state schools stated that students showed lack of interest in lessons due to the use of technological devices.

Based on these findings, there is no lack of interest toward the lessons in private schools since the students receive technology-based education. However, the students of state schools display problems such as lack of interest and concentration and suffer from loss of patience and lack of ability to focus on the lessons. Students with such problems tend to concentrate on more unnecessary things and thus cannot show the necessary attentiveness toward the lessons. Undesirable behavior is “behavior that interrupts and disturbs the general flow of the lesson and lends itself to indifference toward the lesson” (Özdemir, 2004).

Displays of Negative Responses toward Their Surroundings

The data collected about technology based anger and aggression of students reveals that 25% of participants from private schools and 72.2% of participants from state schools reported that students display negative behavior toward their surroundings.

Lack of parent supervision may be the cause of this. Children who grow up in unstructured families and who do not get enough attention from their parents tend to be predisposed to displaying signs of aggression and tend to be more prone to the negative effects of technology (Subrahmanyam & Greenfield, 2008).

Factors such as the outlook parents have toward education, the social standing of a family, the income of the family, environmental influences, the components of the culture the parents choose to adopt, their approach and attitude toward raising children, their level of education, and the size of the family are effective components of how a child behaves in school and in class (Erdoğan, 2008).

Private school administrators indicated that they did not experience any problems with technology addiction among students at school whereas 38.8% of administrators at state school stated that their students displayed signs of anger and aggression stemming from technology addiction.

Students in private schools are not overwhelmed by the use of technological devices since they are a part of the education system. However, the situation at state schools is more complex. The parents of these students do not take enough interest in their children, so these children may feel isolated. This may prompt them to spend an excess amount of time using technological devices, which in turn may result in unwanted behaviors. Social events can be organized in order to create awareness about the negative impact that technology addiction has on children. In their longitudinal study on violence on television and the violent
behavior of individuals, Huesmann, Moise-Titus, Podolski, & Eron (2003) concluded that watching violent programs on the television between the ages of 6-10 is the only determinant of aggressive behaviors in people over the age of 15. In order to lessen this influence, watching violent movies on the television should be minimized for children and adolescents. One proposal might be organization of programs by school administrators to ensure student development, which would allow the students to value and trust themselves, create easy dialogues with their surroundings, and have critical thinking skill (Johnston, 2002).

II. Dimension: Administrators’ opinions about the effectiveness of the preventive measures taken to avoid the manifestation of anger and aggression stemming from the use of technological devices.

Twenty-five percent of the private school administrators participating in this study stated that they used deterrence and suppression as a means to avoid the negative effects of technological devices on students. Eleven point one percent of state school administrators said that they administered deterrence and suppression as a means of prevention of the effects of technological devices whereas 88.9% said that they did not.

Tannögen (2000) give six dimensions of requirements for school principals in their roles as educational leaders: “Developing education and educators, improving the educational environment, having good communication skills, supervising education, defining objectives, and monitoring student development” (p.70). Based on the findings, private school administrators did not feel the need to use deterrence and suppression as a means to prevent anger and aggression stemming from the use of technology in schools. Therefore, private school administrators fulfilled the requirements of Tannögen’s definition of educational leadership and did not feel the need to use prevention strategies.

When taken into account that anger and aggression is caused by restriction and suppression, it is necessary to eliminate these factors. It is important that parents be equipped with the resources to satisfy the needs of the students. Parents can consult the school’s counselors and psychologists for guidance during this process.

Fifty percent of the participants from the private schools indicated that school administration confiscated smart phones from students who displayed this sort of behaviors. Thirty-three point three percent of the state school administrators said that they confiscated smart phones as a preventive measure and two participants stated that the confiscated them in order to prevent anger and aggression that manifest through usage of technological devices. The present state indicates that the rules in private schools have not been fully implemented due to interference from parents and that the academic rules and regulations of state schools are insufficient to uphold the attempts to prevent the negative effects of technology-based anger and aggression of students.
Twenty-five percent of private school administrators participating in the research and 61.1% of state school administrators said that informative seminars on implementation of technological devices were organized.

We infer from the results of the interviews that educational seminars involving school administrators, parents, and students are being conducted at this stage and that they are proving to be beneficial as a prevention measure against technology-based anger and aggression.

Twenty-five percent of private school and 55.5% of state school administrators expressed the view that parents should be educated about their children’s usage of technological devices at school. We infer from the present situation that both state and private school administrators believe that parents need to be educated.

Parents and students need to have more knowledge about the usage of technological devices. Non-formal education seminars held outside working hours can inform parents and students on this theme.

No participant from private school administration mentioned social activities as a prevention measure, whereas 33.3% of state school administrators suggested organizing social activities as a means of preventing anger and aggression caused by using technological devices at school. Private school administrators did not believe that students were negatively affected by the use of technological devices; therefore, they did not use social activities as a means of prevention. However, state school officials believed that by focusing on social activities students found an outlet for their energy and engaged in social interaction, which in turn hindered negative thoughts and behavior related to technology. Students should be motivated to be involved in social and physical activities in school and out of school. Parents ought to have an active role in inspiring the students to be more energetic.

Twenty-five percent of private school administrators and 27.7% of state school administrators said it was necessary to refer students to guidance counsellors. Guidance counsellors are a source for helping eliminate anger and aggression in students in both types of education institutions. Guidance counsellors and psychologists are present at schools to help eliminate unwanted behaviors students display at school. However, the findings indicate that the application of these facilities is inadequate. According to Cushing, Horner, and Barrier (2008), the administrators, teachers, and school should eliminate the elements that support the undesired behaviors and aim to prevent the formation of similar behaviors rather than reacting against violence and aggression. Various studies have reported that a positive school environment has a major impact on the prevention of violence (Brand et. al, 2003; 2009; Gottfredson & Gottfredson, 1985; Khoury-Kassabri, Benbenishy, & Astor, 2005; Welsh, 2000).
III. Dimension: The effectiveness of preventive measures implemented by school administrations in order to eliminate the anger and aggression caused by the use of technological devices.

Twenty-five percent of private school administrators and 44.4% of state school administrators opined that the countermeasures to prevent anger and aggression caused by the use of technological devices at school were insufficient. A lack of support from parents, inadequate laws, and insufficient knowledge on how these devices are to be used are the bases for this problem in state schools, whereas private schools point out that countermeasures are not sufficient since parents promote and support the use of technological devices. We recommend that the Ministry of Education in North Cyprus should add this to its legislations and conduct studies designed to help construct effective prevention measures.

Twenty-two point two percent of state school administrators reported a lack of interest on the part of parents, whereas none of the private school administrators expressed any opinion about the countermeasures taken by administrations to eliminate the anger and aggression caused by technological devices.

None of the parents who sent their children to private schools showed any interest in participating to prevent the negative outcomes of technology and only a few parents with children in state schools participated. This signals that there has been no collaboration between institutions and parents when implementing these countermeasures. Moreover, there has been lack of communication between the two parties. Attention has been focused on creating and sustaining school environments that improve lifestyle results (personal, health, social, family, work, recreation, etc.) for all children and youth by making problem behavior less effective, efficient, and relevant and making desired behavior more functional (Sugai et. al, 2000).

Fifty percent of private school administrators and 11.1% of state school administrators stated that the students accepted the rules. The results lead us to the view that students in private institutions are more accepting of their institution’s rules than students attending state schools are. The first education a person receives at a young age within the family tends to have a more permanent impact on them. Rules are a part of the educational attainment. Therefore, children who grow up knowing the family rules and abiding by them within the unit are able to accept rules set by the schools they are attending. As a result, it is important that parents have an active role in the development and implementation of the practices schools adopt.

As soon as the education process begins, parents and students should be made aware of the rules and regulations that the school set at the beginning of the academic year. We suggest that school administrators who are open to improvements and change, who have the qualities of a leader, and who improve themselves be chosen for the position of administrators.
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